ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
As techniques of large-scale genomic analysis and functional gene annotation have progressed and are becoming more common, it is useful to assess annotation consistency between different annotation groups. The use of a common paradigm for genome annotation enhances the utility of these annotations for comparative analysis. However, differences * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
in application of annotation standards would dilute the effectiveness of the comparative analysis. One way to test for annotation equivalence is to compare annotations between genes that share close evolutionary relationships and are likely (although not necessarily) to function in similar ways.
The Gene Ontology (GO) is widely used to annotate molecular attributes of genes and gene products. Annotations are curated by experts in different scientific domains (Hill et al., 2001; Camon et al., 2004; Rhee et al., 2003) . These annotations are then contributed to a common bioinformatics resource, the GO database system (Gene Ontology Consortium, 2004) . The developers of the GO recognized that the use of shared semantics and standards for genome annotation would enhance and facilitate comparative genomics endeavors (Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000) .
Query and analysis tools that use GO annotations contributed from several sources presume equivalency in annotation standards among the contributing groups. The work we describe is the first attempt to assess cross-species GO annotation consistency. The method can be applied to any set of pairs of genes for which GO annotations are available. Here we use the power of curated orthology sets to examine annotation consistency.
EVALUATION OF GO ANNOTATION CONSISTENCY

GO provides semantic standards for annotation of molecular attributes
The GO Project was established to provide structured, controlled, organism-independent vocabularies to describe gene functions (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000 . GO terms are organized in structures called directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), which differ from strict hierarchies in that a more specialized (granular) child term can have more than one less specialized parent term. For example, the cellular component term 'nuclear membrane' has parent terms 'endomembrane system' and 'nucleus'. When any gene product is directly annotated to the more specialized term, it is automatically included in the summed annotation sets of all of the less i136 specialized parents. As a result of the DAG structure, a gene product may be summed into more than one super set. In the GO annotation paradigm, gene products are annotated to the most granular GO term(s) supported by evidence. The primary elements of an annotation are the object (gene or gene product) being annotated, the GO term that is being assigned, the evidence code specifying the type of evidence that was used to make the assignment, and supporting reference. Because GO terms have hierarchical relationships with each other, gene products are also considered to be indirectly associated with all the parents of the granular terms with which they are directly associated. Currently, there are >17 000 GO terms. Therefore, for many purposes, such as analyzing the results of microarray expression data, it is very useful to 'calculate' on GO, moving up the GO tree from the specific terms used to annotate the genes to find GO parent terms that the individual genes may have in common.
The collaboration among model organism databases in the development of the GO system coincidentally fostered the convergence of functional gene annotation standards among these independent annotation groups. While each genome annotation group develops curation standards to meet the needs of their community, one of the important results of the GO project has been the development of a shared standard for functional genomic annotations using the GO. This standard is supported by the development of precise definitions for GO terms as well as documentation of curation protocols to promote the use of evidence codes in a standardized way. The contribution of annotations from multiple sources into one informatics resource, the GO database, promotes comparative functional genomics research. But the utility of GO for cross-species comparative analysis depends on the consistency of functional annotation among groups. Further, information on the consistency of GO annotation can provide an ongoing quality control measure for both curators and users of functional genomics data.
GO annotation for mouse genes from MGI
The MGI system is a comprehensive public resource of the laboratory mouse that provides integrated information on sequences, genes, expression, mutant phenotypes and mammalian orthology Bult et al., 2004) . The integration of such heterogeneous data depends upon the correct identification of objects (e.g. gene) and upon the use of semantic standards such as the GO. Within the MGI system, GO annotation priorities focus on the curation of experimental reports from the biomedical literature that support the annotation of mouse genes to the GO. In addition to the curation of the literature, various computational algorithms based primarily on sequence similarity measures have been applied to provide preliminary electronic annotations of mouse genes to GO terms (The FANTOM Consortium and the RIKEN Group Exploration Research Group et al., 2002; Baldarelli et al., 2003 
GO annotation for human orthologs from GOA
GOA (GO Annotation@EBI) is a project run by the European Bioinformatics Institute that aims to provide assignments of gene products to the GO resource (Camon et al., 2004) . Annotation of human genes and gene products to the GO is a specific effort carried out by GOA. In the GOA project, GO attributes are applied to a non-redundant set of proteins described in the UniProt (SWISS-PROT/TrEMBL) and Ensembl databases that collectively provide complete proteomes for human and other organisms. 
Assessment of orthology between mouse and human genes
MGI supports orthology annotations to more than 20 mammalian genomes and thus provides a curated set of mammalian orthologs for the research community. A priority focus for MGI curation is the creation and maintenance of orthology sets among mouse, human and rat. This dataset is constructed through an iterative process using both computational and manual approaches. Recently, MGI expanded the orthology set in cooperation with the Homologene resource at NCBI (Wheeler et al., 2004) to reciprocally incorporate some of Homologene computation 3-way reciprocal best-hit sets into the MGI system. In addition, MGI continues to work with the research community to carefully curate gene family sets, usually at the request of the research community (Mashek et al., 2004; Nelson et al., 2004 
GO_Slim provides coarse-grained classification according to GO annotation of gene products
High-level classification sets of GO terms have become known as 'GO_Slims' (http://www.geneontology.org/GO.slims. shtml). GO_Slim versions of the ontologies allow for annotation of sets of gene products to be summarily associated with a broad, high-level view for each of the three GO ontologies rather than accounting for multiple levels of detail in the full GO. Use of a GO_Slim permits the grouping of classes of annotations and thus facilitates comparative analysis since specific annotations are dependent on the power of particular experimental assays. GO_Slims can be used to characterize, for example, the GO annotations of an entire genome or, alternatively, to characterize a set of co-regulated genes identified in a microarray experiment. The advantage of constructing a GO_Slim is that it decreases the heterogeneity created by different granularity of annotations across a genome or gene set and takes advantage of the GO structure by inferring higher level (coarser grained) annotation from lower level (finer grained) annotation. This simplifies the task of making comparisons of distributions of GO annotations across a small number of broadly defined biologically significant categories. The specific GO_Slim used in this study consists of 13 high level categories of GO terms and is available on our website (http://www.spatial.maine.edu/∼mdolan/MGI_GO_Slim. html#f).
METHOD
In this study, we used the mouse and human annotations to illustrate the procedure of assessing annotation consistency between species-specific gene annotation groups. We identified the complete set of mouse-human orthologous genes for which there are curated sets of GO annotations. Using the hierarchical relationships from the GO Molecular Function ontology, we calculated independent GO_Slim categorizations for the mouse genes using the mouse GO annotations from MGI and for the human genes using UniProt based GOA for humans. The orthology relationships between mouse and human genes were used to provide gene pairs for which GO_Slim annotations are compared. In this comparison, we assessed the consistency of the GO annotations, checking for matches, mismatches and missing annotation for every orthologous gene pair. Figure 1 provides an overview of the method. We report here on the method, the detected inconsistencies and the possible resolution of the inconsistencies. The method is very general. This method enables us to evaluate any set of pairs of genes for which GO annotations are available. We do not expect all orthologs to have the same function but we do expect a high level of conservation of function. Although the work presented here uses the Molecular Function ontology, the method can be applied to the Biological Process or Cellular Component ontology. The GO_Slim definition can be adjusted to discriminate categories for particular purposes. For example, terms of interest for immunologists might be categorized differently from terms of interest to developmental biologists.
RESULTS
A confusion matrix is a way of representing the consistency of two different classification schemes. In a confusion matrix, the rows represent classification according to one scheme, the columns represent classification according to an other. In this way, any object subject to consistent classification in Fig. 1 . Overview of the GO annotation consistency method. For the complete set of mouse-human orthologous genes, we calculate GO_Slim categorizations for the mouse genes using the mouse GO annotations from MGI and for the human genes using UniProt based GO Annotation [GOA] for humans. The orthology relationships between mouse and human genes are used to provide gene pairs for which GO_Slim annotations are compared. We assess the consistency of the GO annotations checking for matches, mismatches and missing annotation for every orthologous gene pair. the two schemes results in an entry along the diagonal, while inconsistent classification results in an off-diagonal entry.
We use a confusion matrix to summarize the consistency of mouse-human ortholog GO annotations with MGI GO_Slim annotations defining the rows and GOA GO_Slim annotations defining the columns (Fig. 2) . The diagonal elements of the matrix represent ortholog pairs with consistent MGI and GOA annotations at the GO_Slim level of detail. Off-diagonal elements represent mismatches and potential inconsistencies.
One of the first things to consider is the number of ortholog annotations that are actually available for evaluation. In this analysis, 11 860 mouse genes with human orthologs in the MGI system formed the mouse-human gene set. Since some of these genes have multiple GO Molecular Function annotations, the set of 11 860 gene pairs gives rise to 14 666 annotation pairs (including genes without annotation) to compare. This ortholog annotation set is the starting set for our analysis. (We present here an analysis of the data available on June 8, 2004).
As can be seen in the confusion matrix (Fig. 2) , a prominent feature is the lack of annotation in one or both organisms. Some 5003 gene pairs showed no function annotation in either MGI or GOA; another 2292 annotation pairs had MGI annotation but no GOA annotation; and another 4012 had annotation in GOA but not in MGI. A part of the lack of annotation is due to the lack of knowledge, some undoubtedly is due to the need for further curation of existing knowledge into these systems.
The genes annotated in common are fewer than those lacking annotation. When we restrict the analysis to the set of Fig. 2 . Consistency of mouse-human ortholog GO annotation as a confusion matrix. In this chart the MGI GO_Slim annotations define the rows and GOA annotations define columns. Diagonal elements of matrix represent consistent MGI and GOA annotations: e.g. 39 orthologs are annotated to 'cytoskeletal activity' Molecular Function by MGI for the mouse ortholog and by GOA for the human ortholog. Off-diagonal elements represent mismatches and potential inconsistencies: e.g. four orthologs are annotated to 'signal transduction activity' Molecular Function by MGI for the mouse ortholog and to 'enzyme regulator activity' by GOA for the human ortholog. ortholog pairs with experimental rather than computational GO annotations, as shown in Figure 3 , the dataset consists of 1572 orthologous gene pairs with 3359 GO annotation pairs. We focused our attention on this set of annotation pairs.
In Figure 2 , 2137 GO annotations for mouse-human gene pairs appear as diagonal entries or matches in the confusion matrix. Another 1222 appear as off-diagonal entries or mismatches. These mismatches are the most interesting set in the context of this study although further exploration of the matches might also be useful to assess the consistency of annotation granularity. We examined this set to determine the cause of the mismatches and have found that the mismatches fall into several classes, each of which is worth exploring for lessons on the implementation and use of the GO and for the determination of possible corrective measures, if necessary.
DISCUSSION
Overview of annotation comparison results
Figure 4 presents a complete classification scheme of the orthologous genes pairs we investigated in our analysis. We selected the set of 11 860 curated mouse-human ortholog Fig. 4 . Overview of annotation consistency results: a complete classification scheme of the 11 860 orthologous genes pairs we investigate in our analysis. We filter out some GO annotations to eliminate certain evidence codes that we consider to be less reliable. We classify 14 666 annotation pairs including genes without annotation. (See text for details).
pairs. We filtered out some GO annotations to eliminate certain evidence codes that we considered to be less reliable. For example, IEA (inferred from electronic annotation) annotation was eliminated since no curator had checked the annotation to verify its accuracy. Some ISS (inferred from sequence or structural similarity) annotations to an InterPro domain were eliminated from the MGI set since the automated assignments had not been reviewed recently. The NR (not recorded) annotations were eliminated from the GOA set since this is an evidence code used for annotations that had been done before curators began tracking evidence types and are no longer used for new annotations.
Of this set of 11 860 gene pairs: 3948 mouse genes have MGI GO Molecular Function annotation; 4994 human genes have GOA annotation; 5003 gene pairs has no annotation by MGI to the mouse gene or GOA to the human gene; and only a set of 1572 gene pairs has annotation by both MGI and GOA. Since some of these genes have multiple GO Molecular Function annotations, the set of 11 860 gene pairs gives rise to 14 666 annotation pairs (including genes without annotation) to consider; the set of 1572 gene pairs annotated to both MGI and GOA gives rise to 3359 annotation pairs.
Of this set of 14 666 annotation pairs: 4012 have annotation to GOA but not to MGI; 2292 have annotation to MGI but not to GOA; 2137 are matches; and 1222 are mismatches and potential inconsistencies.
Of the set of 1222 mismatches: 405 are cases of MGI omissions (where MGI and GOA match on some annotation but GOA has additional unmatched annotation); 343 are GOA omissions; 203 are categorized by MGI annotation into the 'other molecular function' category but to a particular defined function bin by GOA; 106 are categorized by GOA as 'other molecular function' category but to a particular defined function bin by MGI; 83 are annotated by MGI to 'molecular function unknown' but to a known Molecular Function by GOA; 28 are annotated by GOA to 'molecular function unknown' but to a known Molecular Function by MGI; and 54 are cases in which MGI has annotated to one Molecular Function and GOA has annotated to another. Below we discuss some specific classes of mismatches in more detail.
Classes of mismatched annotation results
We carefully examined three particular sets: (1) the full set of 83 annotation pairs that were annotated by MGI to 'molecular function unknown' but to a known Molecular Function by GOA, (2) the 28 annotated by GOA to 'molecular function unknown' but to a known Molecular Function by MGI and (3) the 54 cases in which MGI and GOA have annotated to different functions. For all of these sets, it is possible to classify these mismatches into subgroups for which specific types of corrective measures might resolve any true inconsistencies. These subgroups are: (1) mismatches that correctly reflect the difference in the experimental evidence for the mouse and human genes; (2) incomplete annotation; (3) annotation based on static out-of-date automated cross-reference tables; (4) annotation errors; (5) mismatches with 'unknown molecular function' for one gene and a known molecular function for its ortholog; (6) annotation mismatch due to the GO structure; and (7) annotation mismatch due to our GO_Slim definition. Below we describe the results from the analysis of these subgroups.
Mismatches that correctly reflect the difference in the experimental evidence for the mouse and human genes
Some 22 of our 54 mismatches, upon review of the references, appear to be consistent with the knowledge available in the experimental literature and, therefore, do not represent i140 inconsistencies that are errors in annotation. This represents 41% of our annotation mismatch set.
Incomplete annotation
Some 16 of our 54 mismatches and a very limited, selected set of the 405 MGI and 343 GOA 'omissions', upon review of the references, appear to be cases in which MGI or GOA could add annotation. Eight MGI annotations have subsequently been added, and a list of 17 suggested additions have been submitted to GOA curators. Further review of the remaining 'omissions' is in progress.
Annotations based on static, stale data
In the initial analysis there were many discordant annotations due to lack of refreshing of information for a specific FANTOM2 dataload from 2002 (The FANTOM Consortium and the RIKEN Group Exploration Research Group et al., 2002) . Over time, InterPro assignments to FANTOM2 predicted clone-coding regions and InterPro-to-GO translation tables have changed, making some of these annotations stale. Thus the necessity for continued curation of information in all the annotation systems is illustrated. By modifying our scripts, the specific subset of data from this load, 4401 annotations, were eliminated from MGI GO annotations for subsequent analyses. However, an additional remaining eight MGI annotations based on the FANTOM2 set were detected and have been removed. We note here that MGI will refresh this data into a dynamic structure that will incorporate automatic updates with the imminent release of FANTOM3.
Annotation errors
Annotation errors are the easiest to resolve and correct with curation review. Some 10 errors have been detected upon review of the literature. The errors in MGI annotation have been corrected and a list of suspected GOA errors has been submitted to the GOA curators.
Mismatches with 'unknown molecular function' for one gene and a known molecular function for its ortholog
All cases of mismatches with 'unknown molecular function' for one gene and a known molecular function for its ortholog have been reviewed. Of the 83 annotation pairs with MGI annotation to 'unknown molecular function', 58 GOA annotations in which the references are available have been transferred according to an MGI protocol that allows for appending GO terms associated with orthologous genes only in cases where the GO terms were assigned by experimental determination. Of the 29 annotation pairs with GOA annotation to 'unknown molecular function,' we have notified GOA that 23 can be transferred to GOA.
5.2.6
Annotation mismatch due to GO structure One important result of comparing differing annotations for orthologous gene products is the identification of errors in the ontology itself. In some cases, two independent groups can annotate orthologous gene products correctly, but the gene products are 'binned' into different GO_Slim categories because of either an incorrect relationship between terms in the GO or a missing relationship between terms of the GO.
An example of this is the mismatch identified by the MGI annotation of Ambn and the GOA annotation of AMBN. The MGI annotation assigns the GO term 'extracellular matrix structural constituent conferring compression resistance' and the GOA annotation assigns 'structural constituent of tooth enamel'. These annotations result in the mouse gene being assigned to the GO_Slim bin 'extracellular structural activity' and the human being gene being assigned to the 'other molecular function' GO_Slim bin. However, the function of tooth enamel is to confer compression resistance to the dental surface for mastication. So, this annotation inconsistency has identified a missing 'is_a' relationship between the 'structural constituent of tooth enamel' and the 'extracellular matrix structural constituent conferring compression resistance' in the GO.
Another case of a mismatch suggesting a change to the GO structure is the case of Lor. The MGI annotation assigns the GO term 'structural constituent of epidermis' and the GOA annotation assigns 'structural constituent of cytoskeleton'. These annotations result in the mouse gene being assigned to the GO_Slim bin 'bone, tooth or skin structural molecule' and the human gene to the 'cytoskeletal molecule' GO_Slim bin. However, according to PubMedID: 2007607 Lor is an epidermal cell envelope protein and has been annotated to GO Cellular Component 'cornified envelope.' If cornified envelope is a kind of cytoskeleton as the GO Cellular Component structure suggests, then this annotation inconsistency has identified a missing 'is_a' relationship in the Molecular Function GO. We have submitted suggested changes to the GO Editorial Office.
Annotation mismatch due to the GO_Slim definition
Twelve annotation pairs are classified in MGI as 'nucleic acid binding activity' and in GOA as 'transcription regulatory activity.' Review of the literature suggests that in some cases the experimental evidence is such that current annotation is sufficient but in a number of those cases modification the GO_Slim might be required to fully capture common function.
We emphasize that the procedure is generalizable to the use of a different GO_Slim and indeed the use of alternative GO_Slims might enhance this method. In particular, a different GO_Slim might provide another view of the pairs that fall into the 'other molecular function' category.
Based on the inconsistencies detected by this method: 79 MGI annotation errors and omissions were detected and corrected; 22 GOA annotation errors and omissions were detected and a list of suggested changes has been submitted to the GOA curation group for review; 2 potential changes to the GO ontology structure have been identified and submitted for review. As a result of this work, we have initiated a monthly MGI-GOA co-curation discussion based on a common review of the detected inconsistencies. As a complement to our GO annotation consistency reports, we are generating GO comparative graphs as shown here for mouse gene Oxt2 and its human ortholog OXT2. These subgraphs of the full molecular function ontology show all direct GO annotations. Rectangles outlined in solid line are GOA annotations; dotted lines indicate MGI annotations. The shaded rectangles correspond to GO nodes that define GO_Slim categories, unshaded rectangles show additional nodes in the GO structure. In this way, curators reviewing the GO annotation consistency report can immediately see the source of mismatches (potential inconsistencies) and, additionally, review granularity differences for matches (assumed consistencies). In the case shown, three GO_Slim categories contribute to the report for Oxt2/OXT2: 'nucleic acid binding activity', 'transcription regulator activity' and 'other molecular function' due to the inclusion of GO:0005515 protein binding. In our analysis, Oxt2 and OXT2 appear as matches for the 'transcription regulator activity' category, since Oxt2 is annotated directly to transcription regulator activity by MGI and OXT2 is annotated to transcription factor activity by GOA and as a child node has indirect/inferred annotation to transcription regulator activity. On the other hand, OXT2 has inferred annotation to nucleic acid binding, while Oxt2 does not. Consequently, the 'nucleic acid binding activity' GO_Slim category appears in our report as an MGI omission. The 'other molecular function' GO_Slim category appears as a GOA omission since only the MGI annotation to protein binding contributes to that.
Comparative GO graphs
For the purpose of further analysis, which might include assessment of granularity differences in apparently matched categories, curators consult the detailed annotations to analyze results using the confusion matrix as a starting point. In this way the consistency results are evaluated as real annotation inconsistencies or errors. This combined approach of computational and manual review is an essential part of the evaluation process in practice.
As a complement to our GO annotation consistency reports, we generate GO comparative graphs as shown in Figure 5 . This allows a visual assessment of the 'closeness' of annotations other than via the GO_Slim. These subgraphs are available to curators to aid in their annotation consistency evaluations.
SUMMARY
Here we present a methodology to evaluate annotation consistency between research groups. The results illustrate the types of information that can be obtained from this analysis process. We discuss cases where the method suggested inconsistent annotations. Annotation consistency results can inform the GO annotation process and promote consistent annotation standards among the many annotation groups.
Although the MGI and GOA curators adhere to the same protocols and standards for GO annotations, the specific procedure followed by each annotation group can vary. The curation of experimental data from the biomedical literature can result in different assessments of the appropriate GO annotation according to the curators' judgment. The decision is also dependent on the precision of the particular experimental assay used by the researcher. An automated method for checking annotation consistency between groups will facilitate the continued evaluation of the GO annotation datasets and ensure the highest quality data for research purposes.
As a test of the wider applicability of our method, we recently extended our analysis to the mouse-rat system by including annotations provided by the Rat Genome Database (RGD) to the GO Consortium. The MGI-RGD results are available as a downloadable report on our website: http://www.spatial.maine.edu/∼mdolan/. Just as we had initiated a monthly MGI-GOA co-curation discussion, as a result of this analysis, a similar MGI-RGD review occurs regularly. In addition, we have augmented the general procedure to accommodate the three-way comparison of mouse, rat and human. The joint comparison includes all queries and analyses that are in the two-way comparisons with additional comparisons for orthologs that span all three species.
The development of methodologies that are broadly applicable for the assessment of GO annotation consistency is an important issue for the comparative genomics community. We have developed a methodology for assessing the consistency of GO annotations provided by different annotation groups. This first result of cross-species comparison demonstrates the feasibility of this approach.
